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Run Report:
You really think you are going to get one this week, the last week of the TMs’ tenure when it is school
holidays, they have been away to Perth etc etc. In your dreams….

CIRCLE REPORT
Historian: Hannibal, BA MA PhD, Sexologist, Viticulture Oenologist, Pomologist,
Hippotherapist, Gumologist, Victoria Secrets Model, Secret Agent B2H3, lobbyist for same sex
marriage, soon to be PM, final objective, either Governor General or King of Australia was absent.
Obviously had his career trajectory on his mind rather than the all important B2H3 history lesson.
So Duck did his lame best to plug some holes in the minds of those who surrounded him. Um, well, ah,
umm, Maroubra Beach is known as “Place of Thunder” (it also means either “loud noise having”, “path to
long bay jail”, “beautiful place” heaps of different translations depending on the dialect of the Aboriginal
tribe you are translating the word from…).
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It used to be famous for its very popular speedway track until it wasn’t popular anymore and the track
disappeared under Housing Commission which brings us very nicely round to the Bra Boys. DW is well in
with them so if you want anyone knocked off, just let her know.
DW’s old school (as well as herself) was known as Heartbreak High. That has also disappeared but not
under concrete but green, green (and real!) grass. What a relief – may not be for much longer though,
am sure Harry Trigaboff is eyeing it off for yet another 20-storey monolith to grace the space. “Green
space – bah! Humbug! Who needs it when I can make another $20 mil, what’s more important?!”
Elder Aboriginals used to meet on the rocks round the point towards Malabar. They were trying to get to
the pub but couldn’t walk that far so sat down to chat instead. Those that continued trying got shot
when the rifle range came into existence hence no more meetings.
Maroubra Bay Pub hit the headlines for all the wrong reasons (not the Bra Boys this time) but for dwarf
throwing – not just pretend dwarf throwing but actually throwing dwarfs. Health and Safety (fun police)
soon put a stop to that. There are now a lot of discontented unemployed midgets in the area.

Run Reporter:

Dundee. As usual, he whinged. Uphill, downhill, up more hills and then,
thank goodness, down more hills. First summer run and no greenery – until heaven and the half way
bucket. The last bit was the best bit - blue sea, white surf, green hills and golden sand. Should have gone
through the rifle range, he said, to continue his whinging, over to the ancients’ meeting spot instead of
through Maroubra’s boring suburban streets for most of the run, what was DW thinking! After all that,
Dundee scored it 9 out of 10.

Visitors: Sandra Dee, Peter, Christine, Bren Gun, Tracy and (I think) Ring Spanner.
Birthday:

Dundee – 175 years young, sorry, I think I added in an extra digit somewhere – not
only is it his birthday but the old bugger put the rest of the pack to shame and led all the way to the
bucket.

Prickette Nominations:
Spini nominated Sniffer for kissing someone full on the lips on a ferry in front of all of the passengers. It
was a deep throat tonguey, not just a peck on the lips – so what??? The passengers were thrilled, Spini’s
issue, it wasn’t a bloke she was kissing.
Duck in turn nominated Spini. On the eve of the 50 Years of Hashing celebration on Sunday she
called him and said “don’t worry about a microphone, it has been organised”. “Great!” he thought,
“can sit down and enjoy watching the replay of Cronulla winning the NRL comp last year – this is
special because it is the 1,000th time!”. So, he sat, relaxed and fell asleep before the first try was
scored – didn’t matter, he was dreaming the replay anyway. Big mistake because the next day, no
microphone. Moral of this tale – DO NOT RELY ON OTHER PEOPLE, PARTICULARLY THE POSH (OR
A BLOKE – one and the same really).
JJ nominated Blondie. In the car with DW we drove as close as we could to where the halfway
bucket was going to be. “Park behind that car” said JJ, “yes” said Blondie, “the black one”. It was
white.
DW was nominated for setting the trail using the car – she was seen by one of the visitors, Tracy I think
(but it could have been Christine). USING A CAR!! – clever girl….
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Prick Nominations:
JJ nominated Duck for being a willing chauffeur and driving DW around so she could lay trail at her
leisure, probably had a bottle of bubbly on ice in the car, some magazines and a manicurist on hand to
repair any nail damage when she had to get out of the car and draw an actual arrow. Duck claimed he
was NOT driving the car, it was the manicurist.
Blondie then nominated Duck for not driving his wife – apart from being DW’s handbag, that’s his job in
life.
Grewsome then hit pay dirt and nominated Dundee for complaining about the run from start to almost
finish, only adding a few glowing remarks about the last 1.5k and scoring it 9 out of 10. Either Dundee is
going soft or DW paid him.

PRICK and PRICKETTE OF THE WEEK: Dundee and Spinifex
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SATURDAY 7 OCTOBER 2017

AGPU 6.30pm
CLUB KIRAWEE – THEME: DISNEY!!
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